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Résumé
Les contraintes mécaniques résiduelles dans l'isolation des
câbles PRC pourraient, selon certaines études, favoriser les
phénomènes conduisant à un vieillissement accéléré du câble.
Mais est-onen mesure de quantifier précisément leur
intensité? Quel traitement ·thermique pourrait-on mettre en
oeuvre pour les réduire, voire les faire disparaître? Saurait-on
corréler leur diminution avec l'amélioration d'une propriété liée
au comportement du matériau lors du vieillissement?
Cette étude se focalise sur la fiabilité de l'analyse thermomécanique (TMA) pour mesurer ces' contraintes, et l'utilise
pour quantifier le bénéfice d'un traitement thermique du câble.
On montrera qu'un recuit des câbles postérieur .à leur
fabrication peut notablement réduire l'intensité des contraintes
dans l'isolation, mais que seule la distribution des charges
d'espace traduit les résultats obtenus par TMA.

Abstract
According to some studies, residual mechanical stresses in
XLPE insulated cables could promote the phenomema leading
to an accelerated ageing of the cable.
However, are we able to preciselv quantifytheir intensity?
What thermal treatment should we apply toreduce them, or
even remove them cornpletelv? Would we be. able to correlatè
their decrease with the improvement of any property linked to
the material behaviour during the ageing?
This study is focused on the reliability of the thermomechanical analysis(TMA) to measure thèse stresses, and use
it to quantify the advantages of a thermal treatment of the
cable. We will show that a post manufacturing annealling of
the cable can significantlyreduce the sHe~s level in the
insulation, but that only the space charge distribution was
found to correlate the TMA results,

Introduction

Experimental

If theintrinsic dielectricstrengthof a well-prepared polyethylene sample caneasilyexceed SOOkV/mm, itis usual t? reach a
level of about 140 kV/mm on cable, after the extrusion of the
same polymer and ail the steps imposedto the cable .by the
processing/manufacturing process,
Some studies have listed ail thepotential stresses whioh could
affect. the polymer ageing, and. therefore the properties of the
insulation after some years [1]. Amonçst the different factors
whichcould influence the performances of an XLPEinsulated
cable, the effects of the mechanical stresses have been
studied and their impact on the short term AC breakdown
strength, on the initiation and growth of electrical trees has
been discussed [.2,3,4,S),
The physical realltv hidden behind the parameter which will be
measured is not so easy to define, and we will' sticktoithe
following definition: 'A residual mechanlcatstress is a stress
that is the surn.of ail the stresses whichhave been imposedto
the mate rial during thevarious processihg steps, w.hich lead to
a forced compression, stretching or twistinq of the polymer
chains' .
The aim of this study is to initiate a reflexion on a reliable
quantification of the residuel mechanical stresses (or frozen
strain), and on the effects of the treatments which could be
applied to the cables in order to release some,alot of or ail of
them.
..
The dilatometry methodused to measure the level of residuel
stresses has been described more than ten years ago [6], and
is currently used by many people in this field [7(8). However,
this paper brings some precisions on its Ilmlts and on its
reproducibility. It also deals with the influence of the sample
size and of the thermal treatment which could be applied to
release the stresses. The aim of this study is to develop a
correlation between the mechanical stresses and .a physical
data' easily acessible. In parallel to the TMA analysis,
mechanical and electrical measurements have also been
carried out.

The system used toperform the tests is a thermomechanical
analysis (TMA)device hom Perkin-Elmer (Serie~ 07), and the
probe in contact with the sample hase a surface<:tf 10 mm 2.
The starting temperature is2SoC, and then raising at a rate of
S.OoC/min.
The sampies are 3 mm cubes cut in the cable insulation,
according to the 3-D reference axis svstemdescnbed in (6),
i.e. with the radial axis'z', the longitudinal axis 'y' and the
tangential axis 'x'. It is worth noting that ail the sampies are
eut justbefore being tested as the relaxation phenemenon also
occurs at room temperature, and that they have been taken at
90 degrees from the flow junction. Ali thesarhpleshave been
colle.cted in a 66 .kVcable (~OO mrn 2 Cu conductor and 17
mm insulation), except for the determination of the reference
curve and for the assessement of the test method
reproducibility where samplesfrom 20 kVcabllls(SO mm 2 AI
conductor and S mm insulatlonlhave been us.ed,
A load of 10 mN is appliedontop of thejsample to ens~re a
good contact as the two opposite. faces. of. thil/cube are never
exactly paralle!.
.. '. . ' .
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When the insulation is .thick, TMÀ measurernentsarealways
performed close to the. lnternaleemiconductor, and close. to
the external semiconductor, whichgives ~.·goOd picture of the
stresses distribution mainly induced by the cable cooling.
Ali the ageing. tests. are performed in ventilated ovens
(Heraeus T6060). The cables removedafter treetment are left
at room ternperature to cool down (slowcooling).
The space charges have been measured bv the. thermal wave
technique. The cable sampies have beenpol\,!rized with the
anode at the core, underSOkVat SooC for.20hours.
The AC breakdown test has been carried out on ribbons eut
out of the cable. Their thiy~ness is around . 0. 14 mm. The
electrodes have a 20 mm diameter and a 2 mm radius at the
edge. The voltage inoreaseIs.R kV/mm. The silicone oil has a
viscosity of SO centiStokes.
The dissipation factor has been measured ona Tettex bridge
at room temperature and at SO Hz under a field of 1 kV/mrn.

